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Abstract:                                        For last 2 decades Swat has witnessed changes in almost every
aspect of culture, space, and ecology. Among these changes,
the environmental crisis remains a major issue addressed by
different media outlets and academic and nonacademic organ-
izations. Along with popular narratives and discourses the
poets also have their take on the environmental crisis of Swat
though mostly ignored in research of cultural and environmen-
tal studies. This paper aims to investigate themes of Pashto po-
etry in context with the environmental crisis. The main purpose
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Introduction
In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP), the district of

Swat has unique status due to its rich ecological,
cultural, and archaeological heritage. These rea-
sons made Swat the focus of the national and in-
ternational academia for many decades (Lind-
holm, 1982; Barth, 1982; Grima, 1998). How-
ever, later developments caught Swat in news
bulletins and academia due to militancy, military
operations, and natural disasters. It remained
a hub of militants since 9/11 and counter mili-
tancy operations. Militancy and military opera-
tions caused huge dispossession and displace-
ment of people from Swat. 

Dispossession and vacation of Swat was
made to launch military operations against mili-
tants’ hideouts and positions. Moreover, Swat has
also witnessed an increase in development in the
last two decades where the towns turned to con-
crete areas, infrastructure was developed by gov-
ernment and locals (Shah, 2020). Militancy and
development changed Swat’s landscape, ecology,
and culture. 

The two developments brought an increase in
humanitarian crisis and natural disaster. Every as-
pect of life has been altered by militancy, military
operations and development (Hussain K. , 2013),
(Shah, 2020). Among other, the issue of environ-
mental crisis remained focus of print and elec-
tronic media as well as in public debates because
of dying and drying up natural water streams, de-
forestations due to cutting and forest fires, min-
ing for crushing plants and gemstones (Hussain
H. , 2022). In recent weeks, the issue of forest

fires in Swat raises many questions both in public
and relevant stake holders. A debate was started
among people on social and electronic media as
well as in private and public spaces about the rea-
sons of fires and strategies to overcome natural
calamites (Bacha , Muhammad , Zeyneb, &
Muhammad, 2021). Furthermore, government
and nongovernmental departments and organiza-
tions, academicians, and local activists are work-
ing on different aspects of the environmental cri-
sis i.e., natural disasters, reasons of environmen-
tal crisis and strategies to overcome the environ-
mental crisis in Swat (District Swat: Disaster Re-
sponse Plan, 2022), (Bacha , Muhammad ,
Zeyneb, &Muhammad, 2021) though very little
effort has been made to cover the cultural take of
the environmental crisis of Swat. This paper is an
effort to investigate voices of Pakhtun poets ad-
dressing the environmental crisis. The paper is
designed in a way to investigate and document
how Pashto poetry is addressing the issue of en-
vironmental crisis in Swat, and the main purpose
of the paper is to analyze themes of Pashto poetry
focusing on the preservation of the wounded
ecology of Swat?

Methodology and Analytical Framework 
The tools and techniques of qualitative re-

search have been used for collecting and analyz-
ing of data for the present research. In the first
stage, a data log was prepared from published
sources to identify relevant stanzas of poetry
which discuss forests, trees, and used as similes
(Metaphors) of plants in poetry to sensitize the

of this paper is to investigate how Pashto poetry is situating the
environmental crisis of Swat and how poetry works for the
preservation of the environment. Findings are based on pub-
lished sources of poetry, interviews, and informal discussions
by using the vignette method for collection of data. The frame-
work of social poetics is used to theorize the environmental
crisis and how poets take on the crises. The findings suggest
that the poetic expressions point out development and mili-
tancy as instruments of environmental crisis in Swat. 

                                                      The paper further argues that different objects and elements in
flora and fauna are romanticized and instrumentalized as sym-
bols of beauty and love in Pashto poetry which works in the
preservation of the ecological system of Swat. Moreover, po-
etry also produces themes of peace, condemnation of violence
and unplanned development, resilience and hope to heal the
wounded ecology of Swat.
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readers and people about the importance of ecol-
ogy and natural landscape. 

For enriching the data some of oral poetry
was collected during fieldwork. Oral poetry and
oral traditions were collected through 15 in-depth
interviews, 10 informal discussions and 4 focus
group discussions. A vignette method was used
for deciphering poetry and collecting narratives
of poets, audience, and experts on specific poetry
couplets (Rhidian & Meg, 2012). After collection
of published materials, interviews, informal dis-
cussions and focus group discussions, the data
was proceeded and transformed step by step by
implying acerotes, references, codes, refined
codes, keywords, and basic themes. By step wise
process patterns and classifications were discov-
ered. Frequent and most occurred codes and basic
themes in data helped in developing core themes. 

The study was conducted in Swat, KP. Selec-
tion of Swat for study was ideal because Swat
has beautiful natural landscape, forests, develop-
ment, gemstones, agriculture for last 2 decades,
and an engrafted militancy area. For last few
years, Swat has been going through environmen-
tal crises and different government and non-gov-
ernment organizations are working for the
preservation of natural environment. The Swat
district also had a rich literary history which
gave birth to many of poets who wrote poems on
different themes.

We have used a theoretical framework “social
poetics”. Social poetics combines different forms
of art and practices to stimulate and bring collec-
tive awareness and wisdom for taking collective
action (Nowak, 2020). Among other art forms
and practices, writing and practicing poetry has
a major contribution in bringing awareness
among communities to struggle for different
causes i.e., rights movements and ecological
movements are example of it. Jay Parini in her
book Why Poetry Matters discusses the interplay
of poetry and politics with example from differ-
ent cultures where poetry works in shaping alter-
natives to resist the violent and oppressive
regimes and their dominant discourses (2008).
Pashto poetry is no exception. Pashto poetry sit-
uates social issues of the society to work for the
better future. In this way, Pakhtun poets situated
the environmental crisis on one hand and use
flora and fauna as symbols of beauty and love on
the other hand. Moreover, Pakhtun poets use the

signification of flora and fauna as symbols of
beauty and love to preserve the ecology.

Background of Environmental Crisis in Swat
The Swat District of the Malakand division is

situated in the north of KP at 35° in north latitude
and 72° and 30° east latitude (2022). Swat Dis-
trict in Malakand division has seen many vicis-
situdes in its political history. Before the arrival
of the Pakhtun tribe Yousafzai, it was under the
reign of the Darada Kings. In 11th century Swat
came under the rule of the Ghaznavid Dynasty
(though after Ghaznavid turned to India the area
remained with the Darada Kngs (Torwali, 2016).
In 16th century, Swat was occupied by the
Yousafzai tribe and merged as a chiefly state
from 1849 to 1926 and was recognized as
a princely state by the British Indian government
in 1926 and sustained its status of a princely state
till its merger with Pakistan in 1969 (Rome,
2008).

After the US invasion of Afghanistan, Swat
also engrafted into religiosity which in the later
stage turned into a full fledged religious mili-
tancy. The wave of militancy in Pakistan in gen-
eral in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has roots with the
war in Afghanistan. After 2005, Taliban in Swat
became strengthened and challenged the Writ of
the State (Evans, 2011). In 2009,the government
of KP had successful negotiations with militant
Taliban and the government agreed to Taliban de-
mands to announce and impose Sharia Law in
Swat on the demand of the Taliban. The imposi-
tion of Shariah Law in Swat was result of an
agreement between the Taliban and the govern-
ment, but both parties  did not adhere to agree-
ment and the agreement could not last for long
(Ali, 2013). After failure of compliance to articles
of agreement, a full pledged military operation
was carried out in Swat along with other adjacent
areas of Malakand, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa against
militant Taliban. During the operation people of
the area left their homes and moved as IDPs to
districts of Peshawar Valley of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa and to other provinces of Pak-
istan(2010). An 8 months military operation
cleared the area of militants and people were re-
settled in their respective areas under strict clear-
ance.

There are/were misconceptions about cutting
of forests and it is said that before and during the
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princely state the cutting of trees were strictly
prohibited. However, in his book, Sultan I Rome
negates these claims and has briefly discussed
how the forests of Swat (lower and upper Swat,
Kalam, and adjacent areas) were used by differ-
ent people. After early occupation of Yousafzai
and Mandanr tribes the Pakhtuns haven’t in-
vested in lands and forests due to Sheikh Mali
Daftarwhere people were reallotted and changed
every 5-10-15 years. While in the chiefly and
princely states the Kaka’khel of Nowshehra used
to cut the forests because of good relations with
the Chief and then Walis of Swat (Sultan-I-
Rome, 2016). After the merger the forests were
still cut in one or another way by influencers1.

The wave of militancy and military opera-
tions disturbed every aspect of life. Among oth-
ers, the environmental crisis remains a big issue
from the last few years. In the last 3 years, people
of Swat witnessed fires in the forest, flooding,
lowering of water table, changes in weathers and
deforestation (Hussain H. , 2022). Militancy is
one cause of the environmental crisis as both mil-
itancy and military operation played a vital role
in deforestation and fires in the forest. Forests re-
main safe havens for militants, and provides them
a shield against aerial gaze as well as their mo-
bility from lower areas to the top of mountains.
Furthermore, military operations and heavy gun
fire also caused forest fires as local people re-
counted in their narratives during engulfing mil-
itancy. 

Furthermore, the so-called development also
played a destructive role in ecosystem of Swat.
The development in Swat is more severe in Khy-
ber Pakhtunkhwa than other districts. Most social
scientists and experts on the area also relate the
unplanned development in Swat with the war
economy (Shah, 2020). Foreign remittances in-
flow plays major roles in the development of
Swat, 

as the remittances linked the local economy
with inflow of international remittance, it created
an increase in money circulation in the area. Peo-
ples most favorite destination for investment is
housing and property. Unplanned and unsocial-
ized development made development a disaster
of Swat. Natural forests and agricultural land are

cleared for building houses concrete and char-
coaled roads. By cementing in open spaces of
Swat, water is not absorbed soil, but it flows over
the cemented spaces and causes floods in the area
which further harmed  the water table in the
whole (Dawn, 2007). The ongoing project of
Swat motorways is also destroying agricultural
land and the locals are protesting time to time
(Dawn, 2022). The spread of the population is
another reason for destroying the agricultural
land. Moreover, in past times there was no access
to forests in high mountains and it wasn’t possi-
ble for people to bring timbers from those forests
situated at high altitudes. The development in the
last two-three decades make it possible to cut
even forests situated in high mountains (Sultan-
I-Rome, 2022). 

Natural Objects as Symbols of Beauty and
Love

The relation of humans with their ecology is
as old as the history of human civilization and
have been  depicted in culture and art (Salzman
& Donald , 1998). In the context of Pashto po-
etry, the objects of ecology like trees, rivers,
mountains, and birds remain symbols of beauty
and love both in classical and contemporary po-
etry. The literary societies are named after objects
of nature i.e., Elum Adabi Tolana of Barikot is
named after a mountain called as Elum. More-
over, poets have pen names (pseudonym) after
the objects of the ecology i.e., Elum (name of
mountain crossing Bunir and Swat), Ghar
(mountain) and Daryab (river). Poets also use ob-
jects of ecology as metaphors for their beloved
ones i.e., Sarwa (cypress tree) and chinar (maple
tree) for praising height of beloved. There are
dozens of books of poetry and prose which are
named to depict the ecology or its crisis i.e., Pa
Guldaro De Warawal Oorona (You poured fire
on banquets). 

Along with modern forms of poetry, Pashto
folksongs also signify flora and fauna i.e.,gudar
(bank of river from where water is pitched for
daily use), chinar(maple tree), cheena
(stream),bagh (orchard) and birds for different
meanings. In these Pashto folksongs, pigeons are
used as a symbol of peace and gudar as a symbol

1 The wooden made houses and ceilings of houses, hujras and hotels made before and after the merger of Swat
into Pakistan are examples of the illegal cutting of timbers. The same is discussed in Sultan I Rome book (2016). 
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of socialization between opposite gender and
homo-socialization space for women where
women interact with each other, and lovers wait
for hours to catch a glimpse of their lovers. (Sha-
heen, 1984). In Pakhtun culture, constituents of
village are hadeera (graveyard), hujra (men-
house), jumat(mosque) and gudar (Ullah, 2022).
A respondent added that these features must be
included in a village composition and these fea-
tures along with a few others make the village
beautiful. The poets consider the objects of na-
ture as beauty of village and this beauty is re-
flected the following couplet:

ۀپ يلک د هزان ۀڅ ايب هب ېښک الکښ ېتاپ
يش

ۀت ۀت ،ردوګ ېرت ۀت ،رانيچ ېرت ېرت
.هړک ېرل هنيچ

O Naaz, what shall be the beauty of the village?
if you say Gudar, Chinar and the stream from
it? (Naaz Z. A., 2020).

In this couplet the poet is praising the flora and
fauna of his village while saying if these objects
were not part of the village, the village will have
no value (Naz, 2022). There are many reasons for
the attachment of these objects. As on the one
hand, the beauty of gudar attracts people, while on
the other hand gudar is also the place where lovers
see and meet each other (Ulasyar, 2022). It is not
only gudar which is beautiful but the flora and
fauna in the surroundings of gudar i.e., the songs
of birds, trees and winds which all contribute to
the beauty of gudar. If these objects were not part
of the ecology, the poets may not have written with
that much enthusiasm (Hayat, 2022). Supporting
the argument, the poet also quoted another couplet: 

ۀپ زان د ۀڅ رون ېښک يلک يد يلکښ /
ےد ېلکښ ردوګ ېلکښ رانيچ سب وخ

What else would you count beautiful in my
parish
But only gudar and chinar are scenic 
(Naaz Z. A., 2020).

In this couplet the poet is symbolizing gudar
and chinar as symbols of beauty where the
beauty of gudar is beautified by the presence of
beloved and scenic surroundings covered by Pine

trees add beauty to the scene. Both gudar and
maple tree make the village beautiful. For poets
the objects of their ecology are very important
which contribute to the beauty of their village and
their land (Naaz Z. A., 2022). The poet considers
it a compulsion to write about the objects of the
ecology if one is living in the village. As Naaz
writes in this couple:

ۀپ وياو وتښپ ېچ ږنوم دنوژ ېچ ېښک يلک
وورېت

ۀن ردوګ د وا رانيچ د رکذ هب ګنڅ ون ووک

When we are speaking Pashto and living in
a village 
How can we skip to discuss references of Chi-
nar and Gudar? (Naaz Z. A., 2020).

Naaz makes a strong analogy between living
in village and interaction with its ecology. In his
emphasis that while communication and talking
about Pashto, it is impossible to skip and over run
the importance of the ecology of the village; its
important place for living and scenic location
which add material to the beautification of the
village and village life. The couplet makes ecol-
ogy part and parcel of the culture and village life
and ecosystem The poet also links his language
i.e., Pashto with the ecology while saying that if
we speak Pashto, we must discuss objects of
ecology in our poems. Discussing the relation of
language and ecology a poet shared, “It is beauty
of our ecology that gives birth to poets in
Pakhtunkhwa because for poetry, aesthetics is
needed and for aesthetics, one needs to have at-
tachment with the ecology”(Umeed, 2022)”. 

The poets not only praise these objects but
also be devoted to these objects. While glorifying
the beauty of the village and devotion to the ob-
jects of the ecology of the village a poet says:

همياتسو ېد تسئاښ موک !هنطو
نابرق هرتخن ،رانچ ،ونيچ د اتس

يلکښ يټوب يڼاک يلک هغه د
نابرق هردوګ د يلک هغه د

“O my land! Thy beauties numerous I admire 
I am devoted to your streams, maples, and pines 
Beauteous are thy rocks and plants
Thy Gudar I can’t but adore. (Umeed, 2019).
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In this couplet the poet uses different objects
of ecology as symbols of beauty of his homeland
and emphasizes nostalgic attachment with home-
land. For him, cheena (streams), chinar (maple
tree), nakhtar (pine tree), stones, plants, and
gudar all are valuable and make the land (watan)
beautiful. The devotion shows their care and love
for the ecology of the land (Khan S. , 2022). It is
the devotion of poets to their ecology that they
use different objects of the ecology as symbols
of beauty through using these objects as symbols
of beauty. They show and sensitize people to
work for the preservation of their ecology. A poet
from Barikot Village stated that, “It is because of
the poems that many people in our friend’s cir-
cles and families have started developing garden-
ing and plantation drives”

(Elum, 2022). 

Speaking of the devotion of poets to their
ecology, another poet said that, “Every human
has an attachment with their ecology. The attach-
ment with the objects of the ecology has many
reasons i.e., seeing nature give us peace” (Khan
Z. , 2022). On attachment with the ecology a re-
spondent shares a couplet: 

ےد ےلت ۀړز ېم هرس ېپچ ېره دنيس د تاوس د
هن هک يئاو ېد کلخ اود ېم  اد ،روکټ ېم اد

My heart partakes the waves of Swat River; 
People know not how it balms and heals my
being. (Subhan, 2007).

In this couplet the poet is expressing his emo-
tional attachment with the Swat River saying that
my heart goes with each wave of the Swat River.
Moreover, the poet ignores those who taunt on
his love attachment for Swat River by saying that
whatever people say, the Swat River gives me re-
lief and ointment. While speaking of the couplet
the poet shared,“It is the beauty of the flora and
fauna which give peace and refresh the mind
when we sit in natural beauty”(Elum, 2022). It is
not only peace and relief that make the poets
write about ecology but cultural attachment
makes the poets write about the objects of ecol-
ogy. As one poet writes:

ےد هاوګ ےلک لوټ امز هنيم ۀپ اتس
ےد ردوګ ۀک هد ۍلب ۀک ےد ماب هغه

Every inch of my village is a witness to my
love, 
Ask its Baam, Balai, or Gudar (Baitab H. U.,
2020)

In this couplet the poet is mentioning his
beloved and saying that everything in the village
is witness of my love for you being baam(roof),
balai (ridge) or gudar. These are the places and
objects which have seen the lover roaming for
seeing or meeting the beloved. A respondent
shared; “Every member of the area has memories
attached with the objects of the ecology and so
they care for these objects”.

He further shared,“It is not only love stories
which are important but there are hundreds of
poems and ghazals where poets write about their
past time and romanticize different objects of the
ecology”  (Zafar, 2022). While speaking of at-
tachment with different objects in the ecology
a poet also quoted his couplet:

ۀن ےلوګنيټ ۀړز مه هت اګنړش وړګنب د ېچ
ېش

؟ېځ ېلو ردوګ د هرال ۀپ ون هباتېب امز

If you cannot resist to the music of bangles
O my Baitab, why ought to not pass by a Gudar
(Baitab H. U., 2020).

In this couplet the poet consoles and criticizes
himself that if you cannot absorb the sound of
bangles of damsels, it is pertinent to not go on the
way of gudar where damsels and women pitch
waters on their heads for daily uses to their
homes. Before the development of home tube
wells and water supply to households, girls of
every house would go to gudar for pitching to
their houses but with later development, the con-
cept of gudar is found only in poetic expressions
and remained a nostalgic era for people2. During
pitching water, one could see and listen to the
sounds of bangles if he goes in the way of gudar
(Baitab H. U., 2022). Reason for remembering
gudar in poems is to posit and preserve the cen-

2 The installation of hand-pumps, electric pumps or community water storage tanks by people or by govern-
ment and non-government organizations caused the decline in collecting water from Gudar.
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turies old tradition in their writings and to pre-
serve gudar, even if does not remain any more
a center of socialization differently for both gen-
ders. In mountainous areas, the streams serve as
gudar and are still used for pitching water, as
a poet says:

يلک د هنيچ اد وناراي وړک هپټ ېچ ئځار
ۀپ مه ېسه هنونديد سوا ۀن هنيچ ېد يږېک

O friends! Let’s sing about streams of our vil-
lage 
As there are no more love meetings on these
streams (Naaz Z. A., 2020).

In this couplet the poet is asking his people
to remember streams in poems as the days are
gone where there were love meetings on these
streams. In literal meaning the poet is remember-
ing and romanticizing those gone days where
there were love meetings and love stories on
gudar and streams. Though, in conceptual mean-
ing the poet is romanticizing cheena (stream) for
purpose of preserving the ecology3.

Situating Environmental Crisis through 
Poetry

In the last few years, Swat has seen major
changes which created an environmental crisis in
Swat. The locals claim that the militancy and de-
velopment among other reasons have major roles
in the environmental crisis of Swat. Most of the
local accounts also claim that militancy was
a planned game to get hold of natural resources
by hidden forces. Swat is home to mountains,
forests, rivers, streams, wildlife and precious
gemstones like emeralds. The locals claim that
the conflict in Swat has disturbed the ecology of
Swat. Talking about Swat and its causes of
calamity a poet shared a couplet of Abdur Rahim
Roghani (late) poetry, that is:

ۀپ ېلب ېبمل يم زامغ ريغ ېړک نطو
ېتسغا رانيچ ،رتخن ،ېورس روا ېښکپ

The enemy has set my land aflame; 
Every Sarwa, Nakhtar and Chinar is on fire
(Naaz Z. A., 2020).

This couplet was quoted in a context where
the poet was claiming that the conflict in Swat
was a game for controlling the resources of Swat.
He blames outsiders for the conflict of Swat
which affected the natural beauty and resources
of Swat. In the couplet the poet says that the out-
siders have put fire to my land on fire where
Sarwi, Nakhtar and Chinar had got fire. The
poets not only blame the militancy as reason of
war on resources but also links it to their poor-
ness. Swat is rich of resources though our people
work as laborers in different parts of the country
and in other countries (Naaz Z. A., 2022). In the
same line, a poet writes: 

ےد لايخ ېد هت ونولال وا وڼاک نطو د امز
ےد لايخ ېد هت ونوسال يلاخ يلاخ ېد هږنومز

Do you see the stones and rubies of my land? /
And do you see our empty hands? 
(Naaz Z. A., 2020).

In literal meaning the poet is talking about the
richness of his land - that our land is rich with
stones and gems though our people are out of
money and with empty hands.  Though in con-
ceptual meaning that poet says that even though
we have rich resources we don’t have any rights
to them. The poet further explained that in such
a rich land our people go to Saudi Arabia, United
Arab Emirate, and other countries as laborers.
Speaking of conflict days, another poet shared
that, “Many times the forest in our village moun-
tain gets fire in the night when there were
shelling from Taliban or Military side” (Hayat,
2022).  Speaking of incidents of fires a poet also
quoted his couplet:

مدېسرو هت رغ يلک لپخ د ېچ کاواک کاواک
مدېسرو هت رتخن يمخز وا ؤ ديهش رانچ

Exhausted, as the mountains I reached, /
Chinars lay martyred and Nakhtars deeply in-
jured. (Umeed, 2019)

In this couplet the poet says that when I reach
the mountain of my village, I saw the trees were
burnt. Speaking of the incidents of fires in the

3 Poetry of preservation is discussed in detail in the following pages under the heading of “Claim-
ing and Preservation the Ecology”.
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forests the poet shared his story of burning trees
in his village forest. The poet narrated that soon
after months of military operation Swat was de-
clared clear from militants and we (people of the
area) came back to our villages. Late one evening,
sounds of heavy firing and shelling were heard.
Soon after exchange of fire and shelling, the for-
est of our nearby mountains caught fire. Due to
tense situations, we couldn’t visit our mountains
at night though the next day in early morning, I,
with my friends, visited the mountains and saw
that the trees were burnt. It was very difficult to
see the trees and plants of the forest burnt in the
fire and I get refuge in those couplets I wrote
about the situation that day (Umeed, 2022). See-
ing situation of Swat another poet writes:

يږېک رګيځ ۀپ ېکيړڅ امز هتخوس هرېډ د
يږېک رغ ۀپ اي هملل ۀپ ېم ۀک ۍلږ يرهق

My grievous heart burns /
When I see my land and mountain stormed by
hails. (Sahir, 2017).

In this couplet the poet says that whenever
I see rage hails on mountains and fields it makes
my heart burnt. In conceptual meaning the rage
hail depicts the situation which is causing envi-
ronmental crisis in Swat. Speaking of the couplet
a poet narrated, “We (poets) are sensitive people
in society who always talk of the beauty of their
land and have attachment with every object of the
environment. Whenever the beauty of our land is
harmed, it harms our feelings and emotions and
so we write to explain the situation of environ-
mental crisis and struggle to preserve the ecol-
ogy”. Discussing the environmental crisis and
condemning the sponsors of violence, another
poet shared his couplet while talking about the
same incident: 

ېړکو ېزډ وغرم هلوب ردنس ۀپ ات هملاظ
وړک لب روا ېدناب ونولګ ۀپ وخ ات !هملاظ

ېپټ ېنيم د ېو ېلکيل ېرپ هږنوم ېچ هغه
وړک لب روا ېدناب ونورانچ ۀپ ردوګ د اچ

Cruel man, you have shot the melodious birds 
And have set the flowers on fire; 
The theme and rhyme our romantic songs, 
The Chinar of Gudar, has been set on
fire.(Umeed, 2019).

In this couplet the poet is blaming those who
started war in Pakhtun region and threatened
flora and fauna of the region. Narrating the situ-
ation of forests and wildlife a poet stated; “We
know who have started this ugly war in Swat and
why”. Moreover, the poet further argued that
“The militants are sponsored by outsiders though
Pakhtun are blamed for it”. He further argued that
“Swat has rich resources and the outsiders want
to have hold of these resources” (Umeed, 2022).
To him gudar also remained focus of the
Pakhtuns and due to conflict, the elements of
gudar i.e., trees were burnt. The conflict of Swat
created an environmental crisis which has direct
effects on mountains, forests, rivers, and wildlife.
The poet also shared that,“A peaceful environ-
ment is not only the need of humans only but
everything in nature needs peaceful environ-
ment” as he shared another couplet from his po-
etry:

يژېخ ېروپ هنامسا هل ېرت تشحو د ېچ ېبمل
ۀپ هګنڅ هيادخ هب ۍغرم ېتاپېښک رانيچ

يږېک

In terrible flames reaching up to the sky, /
How are birds going to survive inChinars?
(Naaz Z. A., 2020).

In this couplet the poet says that when there
are flames of fear and terror from trees till the sky
then how it is possible for birds to reside in these
trees. In conceptual meaning the poet is explain-
ing and situating environmental crisis in Swat
where trees were burnt, and the ecology became
hostile for wildlife. The poet explained that,
“Pashto poetry is among very few avenues where
issues are discussed, and people recite in different
places and spaces to alert people”. Moreover,
most times during the field work, locals have
shown very keen interest in naming birds and an-
imals who were once part of the ecology but now
they are endangered or extinct. The poet also
writes on the extinction of birds, as a poet writes:

ۀپ هد يشوماخ هيول هروخ ېښک نطو
هتشن ڼچ ېښکپ ومغن د ولبلب د

A grave silence has spread across my land:
The nightingales pipe not their notes.
(Naaz Z. A., 2020).
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In this couplet the poet talks about the songs
of nightingales which are missing in his land.
Due to the situation, there is silence everywhere
and the bird don’t sing. Poets talk about every ob-
ject of the ecology which had made it beautiful.
The masses in general and the poets in particular
relate the extinction of birds and animals with the
environmental crisis of Swat (Rahman A. U.,
2022). A healthy environment is needed for
wildlife to inhabit, and these days Swat is facing
an environmental crisis. This is the reason;
wildlife is also disturbed. The poets don’t talk
about birds, trees, and plants only but also the
cultural side of the environment. People do have
attachment with different objects of the ecology
and attached meanings to it. It is the reason poets’
cry and express their feelings about the ecology
in poetry, as a poet writes:

وش کيرش ېد مغ ۍدابرب د نمچ د !هلضف ےا
يراکښ هتار هنيګمغ يوک يلېوسا مه سوا اضف

O Fazal! The grief of the garden ruined you
share 
Has rendered the air sighing and sad 
(Subhan, 2007).

In this couplet the poet writes that sharing my
grief made the sky sigh from sadness. In concep-
tual meaning the couplet means that poets go
through heavy grief while seeing the environ-
mental crisis in their land. Through these poems
poets on the one hand express their sad feelings
while on the other hand sensitize and alert the
masses about the environmental crisis (Rahman
A. , 2022). Due to this environmental crisis the
nature of gudar is also changed; girls are no
longer going to gudar for collecting water and so
there are no more love stories in gudar. This is
the reasons a poet writes:

هوشو هدوم هت ردوګ خرت ۀپ ےګنم يځار ۀن سوا
هو ۀن هرمود هکاوژ وا دنوژ د وخرد ېم ېتوېرپ

She no more visits the spring with a pitcher in
hand, 
My beloved had never been so tired of life.
(Ata, 2020).

In the literal meaning the poet laments about
his beloved not coming to gudar anymore.

Though in conceptual meaning the poet depicts
the situation which brought changes in life of
Swat. For hundreds of years gudar remains the
place of collecting water where lovers would see
or meet each other. Development and militancy
brought changes to the ecology where girls are
no more collecting water from gudar. The poets
also idealize and romanticize past times and call
it “zhwand” (life) though modern-day life is not
attracting girls to gudar for collecting water. It is
the reason poets care for gudar and remember it
in their poems and songs, as a poet writes:

ۀز ۀپ لړک نارو هنوردوګ وکلخ ېچ هميۀن ېد
ۀن ېسه وخ يځوو هن ېشامت د رګيزام ېچ

I care not about the desolation of the gudar
But for the spectacle the afternoon no more.
(Naaz Z. A., 2020).

In this couplet the poet depicts his intimacy
with gudar by saying that it is the place for seeing
beloveds. The intimacy and attachment with
gudar are forcing poets to write on gudar (Naaz
Z. A., 2022). The poet also writes: 

ېښکپ يروګ يردوک يګنم تام د نامرا لپخ د
ۀړز تام ۀپ مه سوا ېم يځرګ ونوردوګ ېوش تام

My broken heart seeks a desire in the debris of
pitchers
Haunting the springs ruined and desolated.
(Naaz Z. A., 2020).

In literal meaning the poet says that he is
searching for his broken wishes in ruined gudar
though in conceptual meaning the poet is talking
about situation of gudar. Speaking of the couplet
the poet explained that “In the last two decades
and specifically during and after the conflict of
Swat a lot of changes came to our lands where
girls are no more going to gudar. It is the reason
we call gudar as ruined gudar. Through poetry
we still remember gudar in our poems and it is
because we have attachments in it (Naaz Z. A.,
2022). Another respondent also shared that, “For
us the modern lifestyle is not attracting us as it is
full of tension and depression and so we write on
the gone days and wish we could revive our old
days”. 
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Preserving the Ecology through Poetry
Claiming and owning natural resources remain

central theme of Pashto poetry from last four to
five decades. Most of the poets, political leaders,
and activists from Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in general
and from Swat in specifically relate theconflict of
Swat with “rich resources of Swat”. Most of
Pakhtun poets and activists claim that the captur-
ing of resources is one major reason among some
other which lead to the conflict in Swat (Naz,
2022). In post conflict Swat, poets condemn vio-
lence of state as well as state policy of countering
violence through violence. There are different
themes for claiming and preserving the ecology in-
cluding the themes of love, beauty, peace, resisting
violence, condemnation of war, poetry of peace,
and poetry of resilience among other. The poets
use these themes in one or another way to situate
the environmental crisis and to claim and preserve
the ecology. There are claims that Pakhtun have
rules and unwritten laws about use of forests,
mountains, and rivers. These rules are transformed
and transmitted from generations through different
folk genres where the natural resources were
mostly safe. There are a lot of proverbs and stories
which helped in the protection and sustainability
of ecology. As a word “gul’cheen” is used for those
who cut flowers and cutting flowers always con-
sidered as bad habit. As a poet writes: 

موش لتاق ون هړکېرپ ۍټوغ هن لګ د ام
ېوش احيسم وړک ېرا ېرا حور ېم ات

The flowering bud plucked, and a killer am I, /
A Messiah you pose having sawed my
soul.(Subhan, 2007).

In the couplet the poet says that I become
a killer by cutting a single bud from a flower and
you are called as Messiah even you have cut and
wounded my soul. In Pashto literature the
term“gulcheen” is use for those who cut flowers
and it is considered a bad habit. The couplet on
the one hand criticizes and condemn those who
have brought conflict and development while on
the other hand signify the meaning and function
of the term “gulcheen” in Pakhtun culture which
prohibit people from cutting flowers (Swati,
2022). A respondent explained, “It is poetry and
other genres of language which construct hu-
mans’ attitude and it is the reason we have a lot

of myths attached with cutting of trees and which
function in society”. The development and reli-
giosity disturbed historical memory and con-
scious of our people which cause great harm to
the ecology of our land (Khan H. , 2021).

Pakhtun poets also support those who grow
flowers while condemn those who destroy flow-
ers, as a poet writes:

ےد راک نارګ هرموڅ لوږېز هنوګنر وا هنولګ
ےد راک ناسا هرموڅ لومتخ هنوګنر وا هنولګ

The sowing flowers and colors come hard by
The erasure takes sweat and time none.

In this couplet the poet says that it is too dif-
ficult to grow flowers while it is too easy to de-
stroy those flowers. A poet explained, “It takes
dozens of years to develop gardens and hundreds
of years to develop forests though it takes only
a moment to destroy those gardens and forests”.
The poets on the one hand condemn the conflict
and unplanned development which played such
a destructive role in the ecology while on the
other hand support those who spent their lives to
develop gardens and forests. A respondent also
argued that, “We need to sensitize the stake hold-
ers that it is very difficult to develop forests, and
the existing forests have taken hundreds and
thousands of years, and so we see these forests.
It will take hundreds of years to develop forests
and heal the ecosystem of Swat”. Poets on the
one hand condemn acts of violence which have
direct effect on the environment while on the
other hand preserve and promote objects of the
ecology and designate them as symbols of love
and peace, as a poet writes: 

همړاوغ ۀن ګنج د هنونادېم ۀز
مړاوغ ېردوګ هل ونوتفلا ۀز
هراپ د کموک د هل ګنج نما د
مړاوغ ېرکښل هل ونوتبحم

I seek not fields of war 
I seek a spring for love 
To support the war of peace 
I need battalions of love.

In this couplet the poet condemns war on the
one hand and asks for peace and love on the other
hand. Speaking of the couplet the poet explained
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that we need gudar for love rather grounds for
wars and need battalions of love to fight for
peace. In the couplet battalions of love means
countering violence through love and peace
rather violence by collective consciousness on
a large scale through public participation. Before
9/11, peace was less discussed and very rare
theme in Pashto poetry in Swat but in the last two
decades, the theme of peace remained a focus of
Pashto poetry. The poets on the one hand con-
demn war while on the other hand support and
promote peace and love through their pieces of
poetry. Locals claim that conflict brought de-
struction to our land and that is why we ask for
peace not only for humans but also for the preser-
vation of ecology (Ulasyar, 2022). Poets not only
ask for peace but also criticize the role of stake
holders i.e., common masses, institutions, and
others. They believe that stakeholders and specif-
ically masses needed to work honestly for claim-
ing and protection of the ecology. Speaking of
honest efforts for the protection of ecology, a poet
writes:

ۀک يناميا ېب رايلام ېئ ېښک هنامصخ
هدوښېرپ

يسين هنولګ ۍلد ۍلد ےټوب ره نمچ د

Were it not for the gardener’s dishonest 
The plants shall all blossom full and fine.
(Umeed, 2020)

In literal meaning the poet says that if the gar-
dener started working honestly, each plant of the
garden will catch dozens of flowers. In concep-
tual meaning the poet is asking for stakeholders
to be honest with the land so we can protect our
environment. This is a common claim in Pakistan
that people don’t work honestly and that is why
the system is not functioning in its right direction
to deliver the desired outcomes. The same goes
for the environment where the relevant authori-
ties are not working honestly for the protection
of the environment and that is why we see envi-
ronmental crisis in today’s Swat (Umeed, 2022).
It is witnessed many times that the relevant au-
thorities are involved in cutting  of trees and it is
the reason the poet asks them to perform their
duty honestly. Poets not only call on authorities
but also youngsters to work for the protection of
ecology, as a poet writes:

ۀن بيصن ېئ لبروا يش ېڼاپ ېڼاپ هتخو ېب
يش

يد راکپ يملز ماق د ېم هت بالګ د ېنتاس

Withered and decayed before time, they die,
The youngsters I need for gardening the rose.

In literal meaning the poet calls on youngsters
that they should come forward for the protection
of flowers. Putting flowers in hair is an old prac-
tice among Pakhtuns and still in many areas of
Pakhtun region people put flowers in their hair.
Therefore, poets claim that the flowers place is
in hairs of beloveds. Though flowers couldn’t
reach there because flowers are ruined before
reaching their due place. In conceptual meaning
the poet is saying and resources where things are
not getting their value and are untimely de-
stroyed. Furthermore, poet also calls on young-
sters to come forward and work for the protection
of the environment. A poet also calls on people
to struggle to extinguish the flames of fire from
the land, as that poet writes: 

وړک ۀن ونيو ولپخ ۀپ ېړم هنطو ۀل ېچ ېبمل
هنوراهب ېښک وبمل ۀپ يشار ېچ هد هنارګ ون

The land aflame we shall reclaim with our
live’s blood 
The flames augur visiting none of springs.
(Baitab H. U., 2020).

In this couplet the poet endorses that our
blood is needed to douse the fire on our land. He
further says that without sacrifices it is difficult
to see spring. In conceptual meaning the couplet
is a stimulant of resilience among people so that
people may own the issue and work for it. A re-
spondent also added that, “It is our land, and we
shouldn’t work for someone else to solve our
problems rather we should work for our own to
solve our issues”. He further added that, “For pre-
serving the natural environment it is important to
claim and own the resources and so we work for
them with resilience”. 

Poets also resist those who have destroyed the
land and write that we work for sowing more
plants. As a poet writes: 
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ات ۀک هړک لتق ېنيم د امز بالګ ره ېښکپ
مرکو هب ېټوب لب ېښکپ ےد نطو امز اد

Every flower that betokens my love you killed, 
These and more I shall regrow, my land I know.
(Naaz Z. A., 2020).

While mentioning those who have brought
wars to the land of the poet if you have destroyed
all the flowers of my love, it is my land, and I will
again sow more and more flowers in it. In con-
ceptual meaning the poet means that we are
working to make and build our land. The poetry
has themes of resilience which make people work
for betterment of their ecology. Seeing the injus-
tices against the environment, poets express great
grief and concerns and give messages of hope for
a better tomorrow, as a poet says:

يش ےديل ېګرتس لضف د ېچ رظنم د
يش ےدېربص هلک ملق هرارق ېب

وړک هلاو الات نمچ امز نازخ ۀک
يش ےدېکوټار مه ايب وخ هنولګ اد

This sight when Fazal perceives, 
His pen restless shall remain 
The autumn may have ruined my garden/
But the flowers can again be sown (Subhan,
2007).

In the couplet the poet says that how can
I stop myself to not write on the situation of my
land. He further says that if autumn (situation)
has destroyed my land, the flowers can grow
again. In the couplet the poet on one hand ex-
presses his grief on the situation in his land while
on the other hand he also gives messages of hope.
Speaking of the mentioned couplet a poet com-
mented that, “The message of hope in the couplet
aims to end hopelessness and to alert the people
to come forward and work for the claiming and
preserving of their ecology”. He further added
that, “poets are rays of hope in our society”
(Uddin, 2021). Seeing awareness among people
poets are hopeful for a better tomorrow, as a poet
writes:

يلت ېرزو ايب ېوش دنوېپ ېئ ېرزو ېتام
يراکښ ېساد هد هلاو وتولا نما د ۍغرم

هلخاو ےرېز ېښک رس ېګناڅ د هو ېلديل ېچ اچ
يراکښ ېساد هد هلاو ودېک لګ ېئ ۍټوغ هغه

Her wings broken have healed
The peace bird seems ready to fly
The flower bud seen once on the tree
Is about to blossom it seems. (Umeed, 2020).

In the couplet the poet is talking about
wounded birds and trees where he sees a better
future for them. The poet is hopeful for a better
tomorrow and so he sees the wounded bird ready
to fly and so the blades of tree branches turning
to flowers. 

Conclusion 
Pashto poetry is not free from the time and

space factor as the objective conditions of history
and the present have impacts on its thoughts and
themes and its other associated parts like genre,
etc. In these objective conditions, the past two
decades remained very hostile for the Pakhtun re-
gion and specifically for Swat in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa. The situation not only harmed hu-
mans but also ecology of the Swat. Among aca-
demicians, writers, and activists the poets por-
trayed in a way that shows us an alternate per-
spective. The poets of Swat have written on dif-
ferent themes using different genres of poetry to
link their expression with ecology. In these
themes the themes of peace, non-violence, con-
demnation of war and resilience to claiming and
preserving of ecology, the Pakhtun poets did their
best to alert people, preserve knowledge about
forests, animals, plants and the importance of
healthy ecosystem for humans, animals, birds
and plants. In preservation of ecology, poets used
flora and fauna as themes of beauty and love.
Furthermore, poets also depicted the environ-
mental crisis in the context of violent conflict and
destructive progressive development. At a time
of chaos and chaotic conditions, Pakhtun poets
show their resilience and resistance to reverse the
impact of environment and conflict on environ-
ment and ecology. These themes in the poetry of
various poets as documented in this paper helped
on one hand to situate environmental crisis of
Swat and on other hand tried to claim and pre-
serve the ecology of Swat. 
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